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it useful as a means of refreshing their understanding of the
basics and the conceptual framework will challenge them to
think more deeply about tax issues.

Global Perspectives on Income Taxation Law Cambridge
University Press
What is the impact of European Union law on Member State
corporate tax systems and the cross-border activities of
companies?
Income Tax in Common Law Jurisdictions: Volume 1, From
the Origins to 1820 Routledge
Tax law changes at a startling rate - not only does societal change
bring with it demands for change in the tax system, but changes in
the political climate will force change, as will many other
competing pressures. With this pace of change, it is easy to focus
on the practical and forget the core underpinnings of the tax
system and their philosophical justifications. Taking a pause to
remind ourselves of those principles and how they can operate in
the modern tax system is crucial to ensuring that the tax system
does not diverge too far from what it should be or could be. It is
essential to understand the answers to some of the seemingly
basic questions that surround tax before we can even begin to
think about what a tax system should look like. This collection
brings together major themes and difficult questions in the
philosophical foundations of tax law. The chapters consider
practical issues such as justification, enforcement, design, and
mechanics, and provide a full and coherent analysis of the basis
for tax law. Philosophical Foundations of Tax Law allows the
reader to consider how tax systems should move forward in the
modern world, with a sound philosophical basis, to provide the
practical tax system that the state requires and citizens deserve.
International Commercial Tax West Academic Publishing
Inspired by a postgraduate course the authors have jointly
taught at the University of Cambridge since 2001, Peter Harris
and David Oliver use their divergent backgrounds (academia
and tax practice) to build a conceptual framework that not only
makes the tax treatment of complex commercial transactions
understandable and accessible, but also challenges the current
orthodoxy of international tax norms. Designed specifically for
postgraduate students and junior practitioners, it challenges
the reader to think about tax issues conceptually and
holistically, while illustrating the structure with practical
examples. Senior tax practitioners and academics will also find

Tax Law and Digitalization: The New Frontier for Government and
Business Kluwer Law International B.V.
This volume presents a new approach to today’s tax controversies,
reflecting that debates about taxation often turn on the differing
worldviews of the debate participants. For instance, a central tension
in academic tax literature - which is filtering into everyday
discussions of tax law - exists between 'mainstream' and 'critical' tax
theorists. This tension results from a clash of perspectives: Is taxation
primarily a matter of social science or of social justice? Should tax
policy debates be grounded in economics or in critical race, feminist,
queer, and other outsider perspectives? To capture and interrogate
what often seems like a chasm between the different sides of tax
debates, this collection comprises a series of pairs of essays. Each pair
approaches a single area of controversy from two different
perspectives - with one essay usually taking a 'mainstream'
perspective and the other a 'critical' perspective. In writing their
contributions, the authors read and incorporated reactions to each
other’s essays and paid specific attention to the influence of
perspective on both the area of controversy and their contribution to
the debate. With contributions from leading mainstream and critical
tax scholars, this volume takes the first step toward bridging the gap
between these differing perspectives on tax law and policy.
Tax and Government in the 21st Century Bloomsbury Publishing
Taxes are a crucial policy issue, especially in developing countries. Just
recently, proposals to raise middle-class taxes toppled the Bolivian
government, and plans to extend or increase the value-added tax
caused political unrest in Ecuador and Mexico. Despite the impact of
tax policy on developing countries, a comprehensive study has yet to be
written. Treating Argentina, Brazil, India, Kenya, Korea, and Russia
as key case studies, this volume outlines the major aspects of current tax
codes and explores their economic and political implications. Examples
of both the poorest and wealthiest developing countries, Argentina,
Brazil, India, Kenya, Korea, and Russia uniquely demonstrate the
diverse fiscal problems of tax reform. Each economy relies heavily on
indirect and corporate income taxes, though recently some have
reduced their tariff rates and have switched from excise to value-added
taxes. There is a large, informal economy in most of these countries,
and tax evasion by firms is a significant concern. As a result, tax
revenue remains low, even though rates are as high as those in
developed economies. Also, unconventional methods to collect revenue
have been implemented, including bank debit taxes, state ownership of
firms, and implicit taxes on individuals in the informal sector.
Exploring these and other concerns, as well as changes in tax law,
administration, and fiscal pressures, this comprehensive anthology
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clarifies the current landscape of tax administration and the economic
future of the world's poorer economies.

Japanese Tax Policy Cambridge University Press
Highly digitalised businesses threaten the viability of the
international corporate tax system. Can a new system overcome
these challenges?
Corporate Form and International Taxation of Box Corporations
Cambridge University Press
New technologies are changing the way that tax administrations, taxpayers
and their advisers interact, leading to a reduction in the compliance cost for
taxpayers, a level playing field for large and small businesses, and fewer
opportunities to engage in aggressive tax practices. Although entering a new
world where processes are supported by machines inevitably disrupts
traditional ways of working, the contributors to this indispensable book reveal
the enormous potential of ‘tax technology’ to positively transform tax
compliance, clearly showing both government and business how to manage
the transition from the old to the new. With detailed treatment of the
technology available in the tax field, the authors describe how to secure its
benefits in such ways as the following: electronic balance sheets and invoices;
automated transmission to tax authorities; innovative analytics applications;
blockchain in tax law processes; process mining in VAT; real-time reporting
with cryptography; and meeting the challenges to taxpayers’ rights to
privacy and personal data protection. The contributions draw on an
international conference held under the auspices of the Digital Economy
Taxation Network at the Vienna University of Economics and Business in
December 2020. The perspective throughout focuses on how to achieve
better tax compliance at a lower cost. For this reason, this full-scale, practical
guide on how to adapt tax law to new technologies and how to apply tax tech
processes in practice will be welcomed by tax practitioners, tax
administrations, and academics across the entire tax community.

Tax Planning with Holding Companies - Repatriation of US Profits
from Europe Oxford University Press
"Debates about the optimal structure for tax policies and tax rates
hardly cease among public, policy, or academic audiences. These have
only grown more heated in the United States as the gap between
incomes of the wealthiest 1 percent and the rest of the population
continue to diverge. Tax research perhaps has not fully kept pace with
the relentless demand of various interests to adjust tax policy.
Nonetheless, specialists in the economics of tax policy in recent years
have profited from advances in economic theory, econometric
measurements, and data quality and access that are beginning to allow
a greater consensus on what are the real effects of tax policy and how
government levies affect individuals and businesses. The volume edited
by Professors Auerbach and Smetters represents an attempt to reduce
the lag between the conduct of research on tax issues and its
transmission to a broader public. The contributions would explore
highly topical issues such as the effects of income tax changes on
economic growth, the potential effects of capping certain tax
expenditures, the economics of adjusted business tax policy, and
environmental tax options. Other essays would investigate perennially
important themes such as the conduct of tax administration, the
growing role of the tax system on education policy, tax policy toward
low-income families, capital gains and estate taxation, and tax policy
for retirement savings. A final paper would examine three different
options for fundamental tax reform"-Partnership Taxation Cambridge University Press
This book provides English-speakers with a comprehensive description and
incisive critique of the Japanese tax system. The third edition explores the
Japanese government's latest round of tax reforms - a reaction to the
country's prolonged period of recession following the collapse of the 'bubble'
phenomenon in 1991. Two brand new chapters discuss the effect of
environmental taxes and land tax reform, and much of the original data and
empirical material has been updated.
The Taxation of Corporate Groups Under Consolidation International
Monetary Fund
Description Coming Soon!

in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer
malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions
questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of
Professional Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that
explain each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical
application. The Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a
variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary
action is possible, and define the nature of the relationship between you
and your clients, colleagues and the courts.

Income Tax Law Columbia University Press
The purchase of this ebook edition does not entitle you to receive
access to the Connected eBook on CasebookConnect. You will
need to purchase a new print book to get access to the full
experience including: lifetime access to the online ebook with
highlight, annotation, and search capabilities, plus an outline tool
and other helpful resources. In this concise, tightly edited
casebook, George K. Yin and Karen C. Burke emphasize core
principles and policies to help students understand the overall
structure and coherence of partnership taxation. The book’s
organizational structure bridges concepts learned in the
introductory income tax course and those presented in advanced
tax courses, by offering a “building-block” approach that
progresses from basic to complex partnership transactions. By
emphasizing the policy choices that lend structure and coherence
to the law, Partnership Taxation facilitates an understanding of
the overarching principles of partnership tax. Students learn the
law from basic source material—the Code and regulations—as
well as tightly edited cases and other guidance. Many problems,
questions, and explanations supplement the presentation to guide
students through the challenging material. New to the Fourth
Edition: The Fourth Edition reflects developments through
February 2020, including: Expanded discussion of choice-of-entity
issues in light of significant changes introduced by the 2017 tax
legislation, including the 21% corporate tax rate and the section
199A passthrough deduction Revised regulations concerning
allocation of partnership liabilities, including disregarded bottomdollar payment obligations The temporary expensing deduction
under section 168(k), as well as new limitations on business interest
deductions and excess business losses New section 1061 imposing
a three-year capital gain holding period for service partners
receiving partnership interests in certain investment partnerships
The revised definition of a “substantial built-in loss” under
section 743(b) and repeal of the technical termination rule under
section 708 Professors and students will benefit from: Approach:
This book emphasizes core principles and policies to help students
understand the overall structure and coherence of partnership
taxation. Organization: The organizational structure bridges
concepts learned in the introductory income tax course and those
presented in advanced tax courses; “building-block” approach
progresses from basic to complex partnership transactions. Depth:
By providing in-depth coverage while avoiding unnecessary detail,
the revised Fourth Edition facilitates mastery of the material and
prepares students to think rigorously and creatively about the
kinds of problems they will encounter as practitioners of tax and
business law. Lenny faces are short character strings that describe
emotions and make your text stand out.

Tax Compliance Costs for Companies in an Enlarged European
Community Springer Nature
"When it comes to taxation, administrative costs to the tax authorities
and compliance costs to the taxpayers arise. A lot of studies have
Comparative Perspectives on Revenue Law American Bar Association already been conducted in order to shed more light on such “hidden
costs” of taxation. Particularly in the field of transfer pricing,
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date
resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts administrative and compliance costs are assumed to be quite high due
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to the obligation of computing and documenting an arm’s length price rules that would bring the treatment of these structures into line
for each intra-group-transaction. Apparently, European policy makers with the treatment of hybrid mismatch arrangements as set out in
have also become aware of this problem since the European
the 2015 Report on Neutralising the Effects of Hybrids Mismatch
Commission’s report released in 2001 (“Company Taxation in the Arrangements (Action 2 Report).
Internal Market”) recommends targeted measures in the short run and
comprehensive ones in the long run, crossing the border line of the
currently prevailing transfer pricing approach, inter alia in order to
combat compliance costs in the field of transfer pricing. Eighteen
national reports from countries all over the world and a general report
deal with the basics of administrative and compliance costs of taxation
in general as well as compliance costs in the field of transfer pricing in
particular. The book is completed by three special reports on certain
issues. The findings of the reports included is greatly influenced by the
discussions on the occasion of the Jean Monnet Conference on this
topic which was held in spring 2006 in Rust (Austria) under the
academic guidance of the Institute for Austrian and International Tax
Law at the Vienna University of Economics and Business
Administration." -- Back cover.
The Japanese Tax System Stockholm Universitet
In The Oxford Introductions to U.S. Law: Income Tax Law, Edward
McCaffery presents an accessible introduction to the major topics in
the field of federal income taxation, such as income, deductions, and
recognition of gains and losses. After discussing central rules and
doctrines individually, Edward McCaffery offers a very sophisticated
yet clear explanation of the interplay among them, carefully describing
how they work together to carry out the policy goals of the U.S. tax
system. Professor McCaffery describes, for example, how the current
income tax in the United States has increasingly become a wage tax
that favors those with capital rather than those whose money comes
from labor. In explaining the consequences of tax policy on individuals,
he also considers important possible alternatives for income taxation in
the U.S. The Oxford Introductions to U.S. Law: Income Tax Law sets
forth the 'who,' 'what,' 'when,' and 'why' of income tax law and
describes the essential concepts of the field in a clear and concise
manner that helps students and non-experts increase their
understanding of the policies behind modern tax law and the ways in
which these policies affect different types of individuals.

Taxing the Digital Economy Aspen Publishing
The policy paper Corporate Taxation in the Global Economy
stresses the need to maintain and build on the progress in
international cooperation on tax matters that has been achieved in
recent years, and in some respects now appears under stress. With
special attention to the circumstances of developing countries, the
paper identifies and discusses various options currently under
discussion for the international tax system to ensure that countries,
and in particular low-income countries, can continue to collect
corporate tax revenues from multinational activities.
Taxation in Developing Countries Cambridge University Press
Explains why perfecting, rather than curbing, interstate competition would
make international taxation both more efficient and more just.
Comparative Income Taxation Oxford University Press
This volume presents an introduction to the major topics in the field of
federal income taxation, such as income, deductions, and recognition of gains
and losses. After discussing central rules and doctrines individually, the
author offers an explanation of the interplay among them, carefully
describing how they work together to carry out the policy goals of the U.S.
tax system.
Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax OECD Publishing
Dedicated to the work of John Tiley, the premier tax academic in the UK for
more than two decades, and focusing on two themes that, among others,
inspire his writings - tax avoidance and taxation of the family - this volume
analyses some of the complexities and failures of tax systems.

United States Code Oxford University Press
A comprehensive and comparative analysis of corporate tax systems,
focusing on structural defects and how they are addressed in practice.

The Making of Tax Law Oxford University Press
This 2017 report sets out recommendations for branch mismatch
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